CEN/ISSS Electronic Commerce Workshop
DCML – Defined e-Commerce Modeling Language

Project kick-off meeting

3 May 2001, 13:00 – 17:00h.
CEN (room Gutenberg) Rue de Stassart, 36, B-1050 Brussels

Agenda

1. Welcome and introduction of participants
2. Approval of the agenda
3. Appointment of DCML Project Group Chair
4. Presentation of contributions:
   4.1. Presentation of WebGiro and its partners
   4.2. The need for inter-framework modeling and integration standard
   4.3. Current approaches to business process modeling and integration
5. Discussion of the project proposal and the scope of work
6. Open invitation for contributions, appointment of external liaisons
7. Discussion on deliverables and timescales
8. Next steps